FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
could best be learned from the Bible, " the only initiation into
the heroic life, the sole inspirer in the struggle against that
noxious Utilitarianism which is devouring both bourgeoisie
and proletariat." *
Socialism must thus be what Tocqueville said of the French
Revolution, " a political (and economic) revolution proceeding
after the manner of religious revolution/' as regards its in-
spiration, its unlimited claims on its members, its all-inclusive
mission of complete revolution. But the first revolution needed
is within Socialism itself: it needs a new vision of the instru-
ments of its mission. This can be summed up in a few words :
it must abandon its bourgeois ideology of progress, of orderly
evolution and visualize the social problem in terms of war, the
real class-war.
Sorel's best-known work is probably his famous scandal-
raising Reflexions sur la Violence^ which contains in some form
or other virtually every important point of his political phil-
osophy. It is easy to summarize, but very easy to summarize
inaccurately, for nothing is further from his mind than an
advocacy of " violent " methods for their own sake. The point
at issue is not that of a possible ultimate resort to physical
force; it is that of a fundamental attitude to life.
The essence of bourgeois philosophy, he says, is fear—fear
of the unknown, above all, fear of taking risks. You dare not
take any risks for your children and therefore bring them up
as mollycoddles, with a safe government post and pension, or
with a dowry as an insurance against possible disaster. You
dare not take any risks for the country: economically you are
incapable of far-seeing schemes which involve the barest possi-
bility of financial loss; politically, you dare not consider any
change that might disturb the fixed balance of political forces
in the country; militarily, you try and obtain "security" by
colossal expensive armaments which as likely as not will lead
to war, or by preaching a " pacifism " which is only another
form of cowardice or a shirking of reality2: you sometimes
1	Contribution & Ffitude profane de la Bible.
2	" D^fions-nous du fanatisme pacifique comme de tous les fanatismes. Je
me de"fie beaucoup de la litterature pacifique actuelle; elle a trop d'onction;
elle ne respecte pas assez la verit£ " (Pages libres^ 1901, p. 504).
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